
Service Pack No:

752, December 2011 (735-752)

Highlights:

Verde can now work with SFX 4. Customers who choose to upgrade the 
two systems will enjoy faster and simpler data sharing between SFX and 
Verde. Further information about this change can be found in the Verde 
Staff User's Guide for SFX 4 .

General Documentation for Service Packs:

In the Ex Libris Documentation Center:
Version 2.0\Staff User Information\Verde Staff User Guide for SFX 4.pdf

Version 2.0\Service Packs and KB Updates\Verde Service Pack Installation Instructions.pdf

Version 2.0\Service Packs and KB Updates\SP Release Notes\Verde SP Release Notes - 2010 07 - 721-733.xls
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735 When loading a license input file 
with an invalid value in the Local 
licensing negotiator field, the 
following error message was 
displayed: reject '0'. 

The error message has been 
changed and is now more 
informative.

KB Tools 16384-111258

736 When using the e-standalone 
loader to create an e-standalone 
record connected to an  existing 
work record, a new work record 
was created instead and the newly 
created e-standalone record was 
connected to it.  

This has been corrected. KB Tools

737 More changes have been made to 
Verde in anticipation of the release 
of SFX 4.1 and the new harvesting 
feature.

Staff User’s 
Guide for SFX 4 

General

738 In CJK environments, the Jump to 
box was not effective in finding 
titles. 

A Search button has been 
added next to the Jump To 
button in e-package and e-
interface lists.

General 16384-190279

739 The Updated e-Constituents report 
in the KB Tools module's KB 
Update Reports was missing data 
in the Package e-Product Status 
and Package Type columns. The 
New/Updated Work reports were 
missing data from the Categories 
column, and did not include e-
Product Type as an output field. 

The e-Product Type field has 
been added to the 
New/Updated Work reports, and 
the correct data is now 
displayed in the other 
mentioned columns.

KnowledgeBase 
Update Process 
and Instructions 

KB Tools 16384-48976, 
8192-56944

740 Some global coverage records 
were deleted under certain 
circumstances.  

This has been corrected and 
these global coverage records 
have been returned to the 
system.

KB Manager 16384-206987
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741 Some of the details of scheduled 
reports/tasks were not displayed in 
Scheduled Reports/Tasks tool, 
even though they were saved 
correctly. 

The details are now displayed 
properly.

KB Tools 16384-183159

742 E-Mails that were sent out to notify 
that reports were completed did 
not include the name of the report. 

 E-Mails now include the report 
name.

KB Tools 16384-177223

743 In some cases, the Verde License 
Renewal task was not catching all 
the licenses it should have (due to 
the task not taking the days 
before expiration parameter into 
account).  

This has been corrected. KB Tools 16384-173631

744 When opening the pop-up window 
to select an interface provider for 
an e-interface, the only 
organizations that appeared in the 
list were ones that had the role of 
interface provider assigned to 
them, even if the list was filtered to 
show all roles. 

This was changed, and now all 
the organizations are displayed 
in the list, with an option to filter 
by interface provider role.

KB Manager 16384-91852

745 When a localized e-constituent in 
an aggregator package was 
withdrawn by the publisher, the e-
constituent was deleted (as 
opposed to e-constituents of 
selective packages, which 
received a selection status of 
Withdrawn by Publisher).  

Now, the localized e-constituent 
will have a selection status of 
Withdrawn by Publisher 
instead.

KB Manager 16384-66405, 
152155
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746 When printing an acquisition 
record, related e-products were 
shown on the printout (title and e-
product code), but related e-
products were not shown on 
printouts of license records. 

Related e-product information is 
now shown on both acquisition 
and license printouts.

KB Manager 16384-117331

747 When using the organization 
contact loader to update existing 
contacts, if the input file included 
the main contact, that row was 
rejected and following error 
message was provided: This row 
has been rejected; 
library/organization cannot have 
more than one main contact.

This has been corrected. KB Tools 16384-100590

748 Previously, if a user changed the 
name of the Sponsoring Library 
label (which can be changed by 
editing the value of 
eproduct.general.sponsoringL
ibrary in the message.properties 
file under 
/exlibris/verde/v2_4/verde/h
ome/system/conf/i18n/ ), the 
new label did not appear for e-
standalone records that had a 
value in the field (rather, it 
displayed Sponsoring Library).  

This has been corrected, and 
the new label now displays in all 
cases.

KB Manager 16384-118010
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749 In some cases, when adding local 
acquisition records to an 
acquisition record so that the sum 
of the cost shares adds up to 
exactly the amount of the final 
price of the acquisition, an error 
prevents the last local acquisition 
from being added. The error 
message reads: The total of all 
cost shares exceeds the price of 
the acquisition record. 

This has been fixed, and the 
last local acquisition record is 
now saved successfully.

KB Manager 16384-116981, 
16384-139803

750 For some customers, when 
creating acquisition and bib 
records in Aleph from Verde, a title 
that combined Japanese and Latin 
characters would display with 
question marks in Aleph and the 
Japanese characters would not be 
displayed correctly.  

Both the Japanese and Latin 
characters now display 
correctly.

KB Manager 16384-203140

751 If the list of active libraries for an e-
product was between 900 and 
4000 characters, the system did 
not know how to deal with it. This 
would cause the system to refuse 
to open this e-product. (There was 
no problem with lists shorter than 
900 characters or ones that were 
longer than 4000.) 

The gap has been closed, and 
the system can now handle 
library lists between these 
lengths.

KB Manager 16384-210996
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